
Abbey Bowmen (Herts)

Return to Shooting

1. Purpose
The purpose of this document is to record how Abbey Bowmen (Herts) archery club will
implement the Archery GB (AGB) Guidance Notes for Clubs, version 5.00, published on 24th
March 2021.

The key points of the document are highlighted in yellow.

2. Risk Assessment
A risk assessment has been performed which records how the various risks with returning to
shooting are being controlled. The mitigations outlined in the risk assessment have been
incorporated into this document.

3. Range Operation

3.1. Range Layout

The range must be set up according to one of the approved options. Each option
ensures that the Rules of Shooting are followed while conforming to the AGB’s guidance for
returning to shooting. The range layouts are provided in a separate document.

3.2. Setting Up/Taking Down the Range
● Hands must be sanitised before and after setting up/taking down the range or

any shared equipment is touched (e.g. metal detector, hammer).
● Bosses will not be moved within a session. This minimises the need to move

bosses, makes it easier to maintain social distancing. It also allows everyone to focus
on their shooting rather than moving bosses in what might be a more limited time to
shoot than we are used to.
Outdoor

● Every session will have at least two nominated individuals to set up and take down
the bosses (they can be different individuals). Other archers should help with the rest
of the range setup, including putting out the stands and tying down the bosses.

● If two people from the same household are not setting up and taking down
outdoor bosses then face coverings must be worn.

● Posters will be placed around the range to remind everyone of how to stay safe.
Indoor

● Face masks must be worn at all times unless actively shooting.
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● Doors to be kept open. To aid ventilation, and to avoid a shared contact point, the
doors to the hall will be kept open.

● At least three individuals are required to set up the range.
● Maximum of two people in storage area

Putting up a target face

Archers will be required to bring their own target face and push/pull pins (e.g. JVD
pins) to avoid sharing with another household. The club will supply a face with four pins for
all archers on their first visit. It is expected that the archer will re-use these at all their
sessions. The archer will need to be put up the target face themselves or with others in the
same household.

Outdoor: It is possible for an individual to put up a 122cm face on a straw boss but it is
easier to use a foam boss. You can request a foam boss for this purpose but preference will
continue to be given to compound archers and so cannot be guaranteed.

3.3. Arrival and Leaving

General

● If you have a role and your circumstances change then you must communicate
this to the organisator and other archers.

● NHS Test and Trace QR Codes will be available at the ranges to check-in via the
NHS Covid-19 app,

Outdoor Arrival
● The Field Captain, keyholder and target setup team should arrive 30 mins early

unless otherwise agreed with the organiser. To support this the target booking
system will ask for the time when you are able to start setting up the field.

● Archers who are not helping to set up should arrive no earlier than the start time of
the session and can arrive later than the official start of a session.

Indoor Arrival

● The archers for a session should arrive for the start of the published session.
● Bring the minimum amount of equipment to the hall
● Setup as much of your equipment as possible before arriving at the hall.
● As soon as practical after arrival the temperature will be taken of everyone in the

range.
● Lanes to be filled from the far wall first.
● If the first session of the day then equipment must be setup in the setup area.

Switching between Back to Back Indoor Sessions
The following process will be followed when switching between back to back sessions:

● Session 1 archers will finish shooting and move their equipment up the range
beyond the shooting line. This must happen no later than 10 minutes from the
end of the session.
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● Session 2 archers will be able to enter the range once session 1 has moved
their equipment.

● Session 2 archers to go straight to their lane to set up (lanes being filled from
the far wall first) in the setup area.

● Session 1 archers will leave via the fire exit near the targets.

Indoor and Outdoor Leaving
● Outdoor: Everyone should leave the range by the sessions published end time

unless agreed otherwise by the Field Captain and take-down team.
● Archers who are not the Field Captain nor part of the take-down team may leave

earlier than the official end time of a session.

3.4. Shooting Fee Payment

The prefered payment method is via BACS.

Cash will be accepted with the correct money. No change will be given. Payment will be
made straight into a bag which can be sealed without touching the cash.

3.5. Shooting and Scoring Rounds

Only single distance rounds will be shot because it minimises the requirement to move
bosses within a session.

Indoors: Ends of six arrows will be shot to minimise the number of times arrows are
collected and to minimise the movement of people within range. If archers are concerned
about hitting their arrows then a triple spot face should be used.

Scoring

● Scoresheets are not to be shared between households.
● The recording of scores do not need to be witnessed and the final scoresheet

will not be signed by another archer.
● Club scoresheets will not be available at the field. Scoresheets will be available

online for home printing or scores can be recorded with a mobile app.
● The club’s scoresheets boards will not be used.
● Scoresheets will not be physically collected by the club. Instead a method of

electronic submission will be put in place.
● Archers to dispose of their own physical scoresheets at home.

3.6. Maintaining Social Distancing
The following measures will be put in place to ensure social distancing will be maintained:

● No spectators will be allowed. If required an archer may have a supporter who is
required to ensure they can shoot, e.g. parent, or someone pulling arrows. They are
expected to be from the archer’s household and stay within the archer’s lane while at
the range.
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● Book a Lane: Lanes must be booked in advance and members must not turn up
without a booking and receiving confirmation from the organiser that the session will
go ahead.

● Stay in Lane: Archers and any supporter will remain within their designated lane
while they are on the field.

● Outdoor: One Person in the Container: Only one person will be allowed in each
container at any one time unless there is an absolute requirement to do so, e.g.
maneuvering out the foam bosses.

● Outdoor: Gap to Containers: The range layout has a sufficient gap between the
end of the lanes and the containers, range entrance and exit.

● Indoor: Manage the Area Behind the Line: To ensure there is plenty of space
behind the line for social distancing the following areas will be defined, see the range
layout. No archers will be within 2m of the shooting line unless they are actively
shooting or collecting their arrows. They will wait in the waiting area while others are
shooting. All equipment other than the bow will remain within the setup area.

Sharing A Lane With Another Household
Outdoor: Two individual archers from different households may share a lane if they
shoot different details and maintain social distancing. This has only been implemented
for clout due to difficulties organising the sharing of target lanes.

Outdoor: Archers will not be forced to share a lane. All sharing will be managed through
the booking system.

Indoor: Archers will not share a target face and will shoot on different details, unless
the archers are from the same household/support bubble.

Indoor: Face masks must be worn unless actively shooting. This includes spectators
supporting archers.

The archers are to retrieve their own arrows. They are not to touch others equipment nor
the boss, where possible. If this is not possible then they should sanitise their hands before
and after collecting the arrows.

3.7. Collecting Another Archer’s Arrows
Archers Who Cannot Collect Their Arrows
If an archer can generally collect their own arrows but cannot reach the top of a boss to pull
their arrows then, while shooting outdoors, a low stand must be used, unless another
member of their household, or support bubble, can pull their arrows.

Some archers are not able to collect any of their own arrows and there is no-one from their
household who can collect them. In these circumstances there will be a discussion between
the club and the archer to agree the best approach to enable them to shoot. The starting
point will be AGB’s guidelines.
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Arrows Stuck in the Boss or Stand
Occasionally arrows cannot be pulled from the boss or get stuck in the stand. Normally the
arrow would be removed by two or more archers pulling on the arrow. This places them in
very close proximity which needs to be avoided. This will be archived by:

● Outdoor: Ensuring archers shoot at comfortable distances, minimising the risk of
hitting the stand.

● Outdoor: Compound archers to shoot on foam bosses.
● The club will provide an arrow jack so the archer can extract their own arrow.
● If they cannot operate the jack, or it fails to extract their arrow, then one of the other

archers can extract the arrow. The original archer must step back at least 2m.
● If the arrow jack fails then at least one other archer will be required to help extract the

arrow.
● All archers extracting the arrow must wear a face covering during the process. They

will sanitise their hands before and after extracting the arrow.
● If this fails, the arrow, stand and potentially the boss must be moved into the

container/storage area to be extracted at another time.

3.8. Juniors

It is important that juniors are able to handle any situation which occurs on the range while
they are there. To ensure this is the case all juniors must be supported by a responsible
adult who will be present at all times.

Indoor: Remain within the setup area. At an indoor range the responsible adult must
remain within the setup area unless actively supporting the junior.

3.9. Lost arrows
Normally lost arrows are found by all archers on the field searching for the arrow. Given the
social distancing rules this will not be possible. To mitigate the risk of losing arrows the
following actions will be taken:

● Archers to only shoot distances they are comfortable shooting at.
● If an archer does not have a sight mark then they will shoot at short distances first

then move up in a controlled manner.
● Rounds will not be shot to avoid archers shooting beyond their comfortable distance.
● Only the arrows to be shot will be in a quiver up to a maximum of six. This will

avoid confusion over the number of arrows shot.
● Ensure the metal detector is working and spare batteries are available at the field.
● If the metal detector is used it must be cleaned before being put back in the

container.
● An archer cannot shoot again until all arrows have been found from the

previous end. This does mean they could miss ends of shooting if an arrow cannot
be found.

● If an archer cannot find an arrow even with the metal detector, or cannot use the
detector then another archer will search for the arrow. If it is still not found then a
search party will be formed while maintaining social distancing.

● As usual, any lost arrows must be reported to the Field Captain before leaving
the field and the Chair as soon as is practical. The position of the boss and the
archers shooting position must be marked on the field.
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3.10. School Facilities

● The changing rooms must not be used for any reason.
● The toilets should only be used for emergencies. If they are used then all touch

points must be cleaned before and after use.
● The water fountains can only be used for filling water bottles. Drinking water

directly from the tap is not allowed.

3.11. Equipment and Rubbish Left At the Range
Please take your rubbish home with you. No equipment or rubbish can be left at the
range or placed in the on-site bins.

● Outdoor: Bin bags will be left in one of the containers for removing the equipment
and rubbish.

● Outdoor: The Field Captain to collect any equipment/rubbish left behind and placed
in a bag.

● Outdoor: Equipment will be left in a bag inside the container.
● Rubbish will be taken home by the Field Captain and disposed of appropriately.

4. Lane Booking
All archers wishing to shoot must pre-book a lane.

Outdoor (Target): Each outdoor lane can be used by upto three archers living in the same
household/support bubble.

Outdoor (Clout): Clout lanes can be shared with two archers from different households.

All archers should register with Eventbrite so that the details of a booking can be
amended and cancelled as necessary.

Booking Notice
Outdoor Target bookings can be made up to 1 day prior to the session starting. If you would
like to book a lane on the day then please email targetbookings@abbeybowmen.org they
may be able to organise a lane but this is not guaranteed even if a lane is available.

Indoor and Clout bookings can be made up to 10 minutes before a session starts. The lane
you book will be the lane you shoot in unless informed otherwise by the organiser.

If you have any queries about booking a clout session then email
cloutbookings@abbeybowmen.org.

If you have any queries about booking an indoor session then email
indoorbooking@abbeybowmen.org.

Cancellations
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Cancelled bookings must be communicated to the organiser. Cancellations should be
performed through Eventbrite. This will simplify the process for the organisers and allow
someone else to shoot in your place. This does require you to register with Eventbrite. This
is mandatory if you are performing one of the key roles and should be done at the earliest
opportunity.

Sessions should be assumed to be running. Unless communicated by the organiser,
sessions should be assumed to be running. Attendees at a session can communicate via the
club’s Forum and via the club chat function. These are available to all members who have
registered with the club website. The Wix mobile app makes these features more accessible
and can be downloaded via your phone’s app store.

Communication of Changes

When an indoor or outdoor target booking is made you will be asked if you are happy for
your email address to be released to the other archers on the session. This will allow
everyone on the session to quickly notify changes to others attending the session.

Session Confirmation

For a session to run the following individuals will need to be confirmed:

● Outdoor only: Key holder to open up
● Field Captain (Ideally there is a reserve Field Captain)
● For target only:

○ Setup team (at least 2 people for outdoors, 3 for indoors)
○ Take down team (at least 2 people for outdoors, 3 for indoors)

5. Coaching
As per AGB guidance, archers must directly request a coaching session from individual
coaches in advance of the shooting session. Their contact details are in Linecutter and on
the member’s only pages of the club website (https://www.abbeybowmen.org/).

Coaching sessions indoors are allowed as long as AGB coaching guidelines are followed.

6. Responsibilities

6.1. Everyone
● Immediately Reporting Symptoms: You must immediately contact the Chair,

chair@abbeybowmen.org, if you shoot at Sandringham and then within 4 days you
have symptoms of Covid 19, see
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms/. You must do this
before you get a test result, or even take a test. This will allow Sandringham to deep
clean the hall at the earliest opportunity.

● Follow Government guidance on social distancing and self isolation.
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● No Socialising: Turn up, shoot, go home. No socialising in groups even in the car
park.

● Bring their own 70% alcohol sanitiser but the club will supply some as well but it
will be more convenient if each archer has their own.

● Use the designated entrance and exit points.
● Remain within their designated lane and at least 2m away from the archers in the

adjacent lanes.
● Report to the Chair if you have a positive Covid-19 test. This applies to anybody

who has been to a range (e.g. archer, parent or volunteer).
● Outdoor: If at all possible, volunteer to support the marking of the field. Please email

equipment@abbeybowmen.org to be put on the list of volunteers.

6.2. Field Captain
● Ensure the rules laid out in this document are implemented.
● Control the line
● Outdoor: Mark the position of the archer and target for lost arrows
● Feedback to the Chair

○ if any aspect of the rules is not working as required or may need adjustment.
○ if any participants are not adhering to the rules.
○ If any arrows are lost

● Collect equipment left behind at the range, if at the field, place in a bag and store in
one of the containers.

● Collect any rubbish left behind, place it in a bag and take home for disposal.
● Tells the equipment officer if more hand sanitiser is required.
● At the end of the session ensures the frequently touched surfaces are cleaned.

○ Container locks
○ Cupboard handles
○ Metal detector
○ Keys
○ Key lock

6.3. Archers
● Read the AGB guidelines for archers
● Only come to the range after they have a confirmed lane assigned to them.
● Exit their lane prior to the end of their allocated time.
● Only shoot distances they are comfortable with. A comfortable distance is one which

○ They shot last year and always hit the target AND
○ They have a reliable sight mark or can work it out from other sight marks.

OR
○ If they are regularly scoring red or inside then they can move up 10 m.

● Don’t shoot using a completely unknown sight mark. Work up to the distance from
your known sight marks.

● Ensure any supporters understand the social distancing guidelines and stay with their
lane.

● Bring their own target push/pull pins (e.g. JVD pins) and target which they must put
up themselves (unless they are not able to). See setting up and taking down the
range.
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● Report any lost arrows to the Field Captain before they leave the field and to the
Chair as soon as is practical.

● Stay up to date with changes to this document.
● Inform the organiser if they cannot attend a session they are booking onto. This is

particularly important if they are performing a key role.

6.4. Committee
● Review these rules, as required, to ensure they are working as intended and kept up

to date with the latest AGB guidelines.
● Communicate all updates via email and the club website.
● Consider any complaints about archers not adhering to the rules.

6.5. Equipment Officer
● Purchase hand sanitiser and other equipment as required.
● Organise volunteers to re-mark the field.

6.6. Cash Collector
● Collate the cash in a bag from participates as required
● Note:

○ the session date and start time,
○ any participates who change their payment method
○ Any participates who do not turn up

● Transfer the money to the club, preferably via BACS or passing the bag to the
Treasurer. The bag must have a note with the previous details included.

● Take everyone’s temperature.
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